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Abstract

We have designed a special hardware board to calculate optimal alignments of two

sequences based on the Myers-Miller dynamic programming algorithm. The board was

designed to be able to calculate each similarity or distance matrix element in parallel in

one system clock pulse. The present version of the board had four pipelines and thus can

calculate 120 million matrix elements per one second.

Homology search and multiple-sequence alignment are frequently used analyses in molecular

biology. The most reliable methods for homology search and sequence alignment are based on

the dynamic programming algorithm [1]. The methods, however, take a long computation time

for long sequences, which are now available by rapid progress in the genome projects. We have

thus developed a hardware board to accelerate sequence alignment calculation on workstations

based on the dynamic programming algorithms.

Execution of operations on a digital circuit board specially designed for them is much faster

than that by a software program running on a standard computer. For performing complicated

operations, however, constructing special digital circuit boards is more di�cult and expensive

than writing software programs. Only simple and highly repeated operations should therefore

have much bene�t of special digital circuit boards.

Sequence alignment based on dynamic programming algorithms is divided into two pro-

cesses. The �rst one is similarity or distance matrix calculation, consisting of simple operations

repeated many times. It requires O(N 2) operations, where N is the length of sequences aligned,

and occupies most of the total computation time. In contrast, the second process, reconstruct-

ing optimal alignments by tracing the matrix, consists of complicated operations mainly due to

bifurcations on alignment paths. It requires O(N) operations, thus occupying a small portion
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of the total computation time. Therefore, only the �rst process is suitable for execution on

special digital circuit boards.

The sequence alignment computer we have designed thus consists of two parts, a special

digital circuit board and a host workstation, connected by the VMEbus. The board takes care

of the matrix calculation, and the host, the reconstruction of optimal alignments.

The Smith-Waterman algorithm [2], which is the most popular sequence alignment algo-

rithm based on dynamic programming method, was concluded to be unsuitable for a sequence

alignment computer. Since the method uses the full matrix for reconstructing optimal align-

ments, a digital circuit board of the alignment computer must transfer the whole O(N 2) matrix

elements back to the host for the reconstruction. The actual data transfer rate of buses cur-

rently used on workstation falls around one MB/s. For long sequences, therefore, the bus

transfer rate limits the speed of calculation.

The Myers-Miller algorithm [3], in contrast, �ts well for a sequence alignment computer.

The algorithm allows not only calculation of optimal similarity scores between two sequences in

O(N) space but also reconstruction of optimal alignments in O(N) space. Therefore, O(N) data

transfer from a board to a host su�ces for the reconstruction of alignments, giving a solution

to the bus speed limitation problem. We have thus adopted the Myers-Miller algorithm for our

sequence alignment computer.

A digital circuit board of the sequence alignment computer was composed of RAMs to store

sequences (up to one kb for the present version) and boundary conditions, matrix calculation

pipelines (four pipelines for the present version), a pipeline controller, and a similarity path

midpoint calculator. Each pipeline has a serial arrangement of a similarity score RAM, a

matrix element calculator, and a RAM storing terminal points of similarity paths. The score

and the terminal point storage RAM were included in each pipeline to calculate every matrix

element in parallel. The pipelines were designed to proceed with calculation in both a forward

and a backward direction to reconstruct alignment paths based on the Myers-Miller algorithm.

Digital circuits of the pipelines were made to be able to calculate each matrix element in one

system clock pulse. The circuits implemented in logic cell arrays can operate at up to 30 MHz

system clock frequency. Each pipeline can thus calculate 30 million matrix elements per one

second.
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